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Daily Life Continued
Education
| Around 60% are literate.
| Quality of the public schools is very poor.
| Poor rural families sometimes cannot send children to school
because they need their labor.
| Wealthy families have the best educational opportunities.
Indian Food Video Questions:
What do the Chaptis or Roti cooked on the griddle look like?
Tortilla/pita
Most sweets are made of rice or milk.
India is a country devoted to spices.
Indian Food
| Dishes vary across different regions.
| South- Fresh vegetables, rice, seafood, bananas.
| North- Lamb, yogurt, chapattis (flat bread)
| Indian cooking is known for the spices (ginger, cinnamon, nutmeg,
chili pepper)
| Eat with fingers of their right hand.
| Religion also impacts diet:
Muslims- No pork
Hindus- No beef
Others like Jainism- Vegetarian
India Food Video Question:
In India, all life is sacred so many Indians are generally vegetarians.
The cow is particularly sacred because it provides life giving food by
producing milk.

Traditional Fashion
| Indian clothing is often flowing and colorful.
| Women wear saris- colorful fabric wrapped around the body.
| Men wear Dhoti-white fabric wrapped around waist and shoulder.
| Turbans- worn on the head to protect from heat and sun.
| Cities- wear more modern western style clothing.
| Bindi- red dot worn by Indian women to protect
themselves/husbands.
Entertainment
| Bollywood- city of Bombay where many Indian movies are made.
Bollywood Video Questions:
What industry is Bombay famous for? Movie business
5 times more films are made in Bombay than Hollywood.
| Sports: Soccer, cricket, wrestling, & camel racing.
| Kids in rural villages play with traditional toys such as kites, yo-yos
and tops.
World’s Apart Video Questions:
1) Describe the differences in Indian daily life compared to the Rappy’s.
Answers vary
2) How does the Rappy family’s views of the Indian family & life change
from the beginning of the video to the end?
Answers vary
3) If you were part of the this experience what would be the biggest
challenge or struggle for you?
Answers vary

